Easy to see when
replacement is needed.
Wiper blades not only suffer wear and tear during
operation, but also as a result of external weather
conditions when resting on the windscreen. The new,
innovative maintenance indicator helps you to see at a
glance when blade replacement is necessary, namely
when the indicator changes from black to yellow.

How the maintenance indicator works:
Maintenance indicator after
purchase and fitting
The maintenance indicator consists of a
spot bonded to the wiper blade end cap
and covered by protective foil. Remove
the protective foil after fitting the
blades! Only then is the maintenance
indicator activated!

At a glance.
Mercedes-Benz genuine wiper
blades are the safe bet thanks to:
•O
 ptimal wiping results in any weather
and at any speed
• A new, innovative maintenance indicator
•M
 inimal wiping and wind noise
•P
 erfect fit and material properties
•H
 ighest quality and production standards
• T he latest technology
• L ong operating life
• Excellent economy
• L asting visibility and safety
•R
 eliable and convenient fitting with
no tools required

Maintenance indicator in operation
The maintenance indicator is still black when
the blade has been fitted, but it is subject to
the same external weather influences as the
wiper rubber, which becomes increasingly
brittle over time. The maintenance indicator
responds by gradually changing colour from
black to yellow.
Maintenance indicator after
12 –15 months
The maintenance indicator turns yellow
sooner or later, depending on external
influences: when it has turned yellow
the wiper blades should be replaced!

After fitting the blade, remove
the protective foil to activate the
maintenance indicator!

Clear view for
a clear road ahead.

Mercedes-Benz genuine wiper blades for passenger cars.
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While the Window Cleaner, Intensive removes deeply
ingrained grime and detergents that normal soap
powders may not be able to handle, while adding a
thin layer of protection to your windscreen.
The Mercedes-Benz Window Cleaner, Intensive and
Interior Glass Cleaner are sold as a bundle for $56
at the MercedesBoutique located at Mercedes-Benz
Center, Pandan Loop and Eunos Service Centers.

For safe and unobscured
driving pleasure.
Most of the Mercedes-Benz models come with
aerowipers as factory standard. These wipers are
designed to allow for maximum wiping pressure on the
windscreen. Utilizing aerodynamics, these are designed
like a spoiler; the higher the driving speed, the greater
the down force of the wipers on the windscreen.
This allows for optimal wiping effect even at high speed
and heavy downpours (enhances visibility; better
driving safety).
However, windscreen wipers are very sensitive to
environmental contaminants and grime settling onto
the windscreen.
To counter the effect of dirt and grime on wiper
performance, it is recommended you follow a 2-step
window cleaning process. For the best windscreen
cleansing effect, use the Mercedes-Benz Interior Glass
Cleaner first prior to the application of the Window
Cleaner, Intensive. An outstanding glass cleaner with
anti-misting properties, the Interior Glass Cleaner
removes dirt and grease in a single application.

Wiper blades are wear and tear parts which when
“not-in-use” over a long period of time, such as storage
in park position or under the hot sun, may become
permanently deformed and damaged. Further stress is
also placed on
the rubber wiper
blades by different
environmental
influences. These
progressively
change the wiping
effect of the rubber
wiper blades and
accelerate the
aging process.
This is why we at
Mercedes-Benz Interior Glass Cleaner
Mercedes-Benz
and Window Cleaner, Intensive Bundle
place great emphasis Pack, $56
on the quality of our
windscreen wipers. They are sure to give you the best
possible visibility at any time of the year, and in any
weather conditions. What is more, Mercedes-Benz
genuine wiper blades help you to keep things that way:
the new, innovative maintenance indicator shows you
at a glance whether replacement is necessary.
All prices shown are inclusive of 7% GST and are subjected to change without
prior notice. Terms and conditions apply.

Questions and answers
about Mercedes-Benz
genuine wiper blades.
Wiper blades begin to
judder after a certain time.
Do Mercedes-Benz blades
do this too?
The curvature of the spring
rail in Mercedes-Benz
genuine wipers is individually
configured for the curvature
and size of the windscreen
in your Mercedes-Benz.
This guarantees wiping
without skipped areas and
without intrusive noises.

Which blade must be
fitted where?
The guiding keys on
both blades prevent the
blade for the driver’s side
from being confused with
that for the passenger’s
side. Correct fitting is
therefore assured.

How do I recognise
the special quality of
Mercedes-Benz
genuine wiper blades?
As visible proof of our
high quality, we are now
marking all our genuine
wiper blades with the
Mercedes-Benz star.
When you see the star,
you can rely on it!

What happens to my windscreen wipers
in extremely hot or cold conditions?
Thanks to their special rubber formulation,
Mercedes-Benz genuine wiper blades are
very quiet even under extreme conditions,
and offer the best possible wiping quality.

